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and to newly create, in a more satisfactory manner than
has yet been done, a definite status of the raiyat and a
definite status of the Zamindar."
The enlightened and intelligent step that he suggested
was "to enact a Permanent Settlement between the Zamin-
dar and the raiyat, as a Permanent Settlement has been en-
acted between the Zamindars and the Government." "Our
rulers will not, cannot," he stated, "once more degrade the
raiyat to his pristine position of servitude under the Zamin-
dars—the only other measure then to heal the ill-feeling
between the two classes, and to put a stop to the mass liti-
gation that is eating into the very vitals of an agricultural
population, is to raise the status of the raiyats. Let the
rates of rent now payable be carefully ascertained after
an extensive survey, and let such rents be fixed for ever."
The remarkable feature of this book lies not in the
specific suggestion it offers, but in its approach to the prob-
lem. Whether a permanent settlement between the raiyat
and the Zamindar was practicable or even a desirable
proposition might well be open to debate. What was more
significant, however, was the fact that for the first time a
highly educated person holding a position of authority in
Government had espoused the cause of the peasants
against the Zamindars. This significant fact was not lost
on contemporary opinion, and The Hindoo Patriot publish-
ed an article under the heading "Revolutionary" to de-
nounce Romesh Ehitt's views. In a characteristically pat-
ronising tone the article began :
"Babu Romesh Chunder Dutt isi full of promise of
future excellence, but we are sorry to observe in him the
same spirit of radicalism that marked the thoughts and
utterances of the first alumni of the Hindu College	
Our young men who lived a few years in England have

